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convert, compile and secure professional information.
Rocket Folio infobases serve as secure containers that make information more valuable to end users and more
manageable for publishers and corporate information managers. Rocket Folio Builder makes it easy to collect information
from diverse sources and file formats, combine their contents into a Folio infobase and manage user access rights. Folio
Builder was created for information specialists who organize, update, and maintain collections of information, and it also
serves commercial publishers of electronic information titles.

benefits of the folio builder product suite
The Folio Builder product suite, which has now been fully tested and is fully supported on both Windows Vista and
Windows 7-, 32- and 64-bit platforms, has long been recognized as the premier rich-client application suite for assembling,
enhancing, securing and publishing high-value reference information. The Folio Views client includes an extremely fast
search engine, intuitive navigation and many research features that can be personalized to help users pinpoint the
information they need.
The Rocket Folio product suite helps publishers, corporations and developers leverage the value of knowledge exchange.
Rich search features and robust technology explain why the world’s top 10 publishers of professional information, and the
majority of Fortune 500 companies, depend on Rocket Folio Views software to access, adapt and publish professional
information on CD/DVD- ROM, corporate intranets and the Internet.

flexibility and automation in building and maintaining infobases
Folio Builder manages the conversion of gigabytes of source files into Folio infobases, providing complete control over the
build process from the first steps of data conversion through the final steps of indexing and compressing. Because the
process of building indexed content varies from firm to firm, Folio Builder provides tools with both flexibility and
automated control in mind. Once configured, the steps required to create a final product involving conversion, markup,
compression, validation and indexing of your content can be saved and repeatedly executed with a single command.

versatile filters

quality assurance

Robust filters convert popular file formats directly to Folio
infobase format. Each filter preserves text markup,
including tables, from the original files.

To provide confidence in your finished product, Folio
Builder includes Validator, a utility that checks infobase
syntax, verifies links, and generates a report about the
contents of an infobase detailing how styles are used.

internet tools
Folio Builder provides both URL and HTML file importers to convert documents, websites or collections of sites. It then
automatically imports converted files into Folio infobase format while preserving all relative links within the site. This
import can be combined with other file types to create a portable, single-source information collection. Users can also
create links to live websites directly within their infobase.
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security and commerce-enabling features
rights management

record-level security

Folio Builder lets information owners control who can
access information, what they can do with it, how long
they can use it and how many concurrent users are
allowed. Folio Builder can generate passwords that
unlock secure or expired data.

Information can be secured to any level of granularity
within an infobase. Data can be distributed to multiple
users while preserving control over who can access, edit,
annotate, export, search, and print various document
subsections. Encryption technology from RSA Security
protects secured information from unauthorized use.

usage metering
When tracking usage is important, meters allow
information publishers to gauge the relative popularity of
document subsections, to bill users for information
access, or to unlock secure or expired data.

easy distribution of content
single file for easy distribution

custom search forms

Rich text complete with hypertext markup, graphics,
tables and other object types are all stored in a single,
fully indexed file.

To accommodate the specialized needs associated with
professional information, and to help publishers
distinguish their functionality from those of their
competition, Folio Builder lets users create custom query
dialogs for end users. Custom search dialogs can be
based on either the Boolean or Relevance Ranked query
syntax.

data compression
To maximize storage capacity, Folio Builder compresses
information, helping maximize storage resources
whether infobases reside on a server, notebook
computer or CD-ROM.

make information your advantage
With the wrong tools, managing today’s flood of information—and providing usable access to it for employees and
customers—can be overwhelming. Folio Builder makes the job easy with a wide variety of import filters, flexible
automation, Internet capability, and advanced security and rights-management functions.
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